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Hebrews 5:1-11 
AAuutthheennttiicc  HHiigghh  PPrriieesstt    SSuunn,,  JJaann  2200tthh  22000088  

 
 

In today’s world – authenticity is at a premium – even scarily so  

 If you have been watching much of the news in the last six months – crazy 

 Counterfeits, fakes – at an all time high – technology, drugs, food 

 Here are a few articles – even from this week  

 

In a world that is full of fakes – the real thing is even more needed 

 The greater the thing at stake – the greater the fear (heart drugs, etc) 

 Fakes, counterfeits – nothing new…constant issue and problem 

 In today’s text – see authentic nature, qualifications of Jesus as High Priest  

 

Ah…another problem.  How are we to know the counterfeit, if unaware of real 

 The concept of the place and need of a High priest is established in Bible 

 See its place in the Old Testament…and those who knew it understood 

 Problem is we are separated from that culture, and ignorant of full Word  

 

Quick presentation of the place of a High Priest – Lev 8:6-9 

 Tunic – white, picture of being a child of God, forgiven 

 Sash – picture of being called by God – Ex 39:29 

 Robe – picture of heavenly – serving – fruit, bells – Ex 28:21-32 

 Ephod – carried Israel on his shoulders (Ex 28:9-12) 

 Breastplate – carried Israel over his heart (Ex 28:29) 

 Urium and Thumin – guidance, judgment (Ex 28:30) 

 Golden plate – holiness to the Lord ( Ex 28:36-39) 

 See Heb 5:1- though this one, could approach – gives, sacrifice acceptable 

o God is serious about – strange fire of Nadab and Abhiu 

 See role in all sacrifices, but especially day of atonement  

 They knew they needed a High Priest…knew it fully 

 Hebrews - Jesus is the real, great High Priest, all that a shadow of 
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1. Connection 

a. It had to be from among them – specifically an Israelite 

b. Lev 8:6-7, 22:25 – would not be accepted by another 

2. Compassion 

a. Their affinity with own weakness, was meant to make them compassionate 

b. Weakness–refers to physical, emotional, spiritual weakness-surrounded 

c. Practical note–it was supposed to make them compassionate–didn’t always 

d. Practical app. God leaves us struggling w/weakness–to be compassionate  

3. Calling  

a. Key to understand how vitial it is to approach God, His way, thru His man 

b. Story of Korah in Num 16 

  
1. As focuses on Jesus – works in reverse order of above list 

2. Jesus did not press Himself forward 

a. He did not politic for the spot 

3. God picked, God ordained and established 

a. Vital – because if this is so, and is, no matter what people say – He is  

b. Danger is that perhaps we might miss how key this is 

c. Read account of National Cathedral message  

d. Jesus is the way, truth and the life – God’s way 

  
1. Jesus was tempted in all points – no sin 

2. To see this, we have to wrestle with theological issue 

a. What happened when Jesus became a man – Phil 2 

b. Still God, but not using the prerogatives, power, of God – thus fully man 

c. Illustration of closing eyes and entering experience of a blind person  

3. Specifically draws attention to Jesus prayers, praying 

a. Key in our context – 4:16- calling us to pray 

b. Prayer is the key to living the life God has for us 

c. Question – when is this dealing with? 

i) Some feel Gethsemane, or Cross- those included, but all of life  
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d. Jesus prayed passionately 

e. Jesus prayed to God – in dependence – as we need to  

f. Jesus was heard 

g. Jesus learned obedience – how 

i) Never disobedient – but experience what it was to learn, to obey 

ii) Context of prayer – major part – Your will, not mine be done 

  
1. Perfected – conquereued  

2. Author of salvation to those obeying – Your will not mine be done 

3. No minor Biblical point – had to be with us, to be Immanuel – God with us 

V. Jesus Calling, Compassion, Connection – rich 

1. More to say…problem, many are not listenting – hard heart  

2. More next week  
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Conclusion 
 

 

Much to say 

 Problem is – some are not even listening…difficult material 

 Dull of hearing v.11 

 More on this next week… 

 

I just want to hold this out to you – Jesus is our Authentic High Priest 

 All other ways are false 

 Can feel good in those ways – but it is deceptive 

o Like buying fake heart medicine…feels good, till you die 

 Jesus is our one, single High Priest…forever  

 

Are you connected to Christ? 

 Surrendered your will to His? 
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"Interpreting Christ in a Pluralistic World" 

The Rev. Dr. George F. Regas 

Rector Emeritus, All Saints Church, Pasadena, CA, guest preacher 

Washington National Cathedral 
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The church I long to be a part of is one with a radically inclusive spirit…. 

 

… what…is…the worst word, the most despicable word, in the English language. 

… exclusivism.   Exclusivism. It means to exclude, to shut out, to keep out, to 

dispose, to resist admission to the outsider. 

 

My hope this morning as your preacher is to bring us all into a closer identity with 

the inclusive spirit of Jesus. 

 

Christianity is often presented in the most exclusionary ways.…an exclusive way 

to salvation.  

 

Jesus said, "I am the way, and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 

(to God) except through me." That is one of the most difficult verses in the Bible. 

If my reflections on this verse are to have integrity, I must speak as though my 

close rabbi friends and my Muslim colleagues are sitting right there in a pew in 

front of me. Those good people in whom I’ve seen the glory of God. 

 

I can no longer think about Jesus as the only way to God and to a saving faith. 

How one comes into a relationship with God has taken on a meaning that it did 

not have in my younger years. 

 

"I am the way, and the truth and the life. No one comes to God except through 

me." The first thing I want you to explore with me is this: I simply refuse to hold 

the doctrine that there is no access to God except through Jesus. 

 

I personally reject the claim that Christianity has the truth and all other religions 

are in error 


